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trical equipment, and other equipment and materials consti-
tute essentials for working and studying home mechanics.
The laboratory might be made suitable to the use of pupils
and adults and serve the community for long hours daily.
In older school buildings the changes suggested might be
begun by converting two classrooms into one large room, and
partitioning off the areas needed for different activities. If
partitions are used, they are best when low enough to prevent
isolation of the small groups working in them. The old hol-
low-square style of food laboratory, which still exists in certain
buildings, can be made into a unit plan by rearranging the
equipment and providing serving tables for each unit For
example: Two desks can be placed back-to-back, the sink
placed at one end of the unit, and the serving table set to one
side of the unit. Or, the sink, work-table, and stove can be
arranged against the wall as in modern home kitchens, with
drain boards and cupboards arranged in a unit around the
sink. This reduces the number of sinks needed and makes
room for the serving table and chairs. Such adjustments
have, even in small laboratories, cleared enough space for a
living-room area.- Details of laboratory planning are given in
the bulletin of the United States Office of Education to which
reference has been made.11
METHODS OF STUDY ARE MEANS TO AROUSE
INTEREST
Teachers who guide pupils in school or adults of the com-
munity in democratic situations such as have been described
permit them to plan ways and means for carrying out their
study, allowing the situation to suggest the best methods to
be used. This enlists interest at once. The methods used
wfll vary with the project and the purposes of a person or a
determine the ways and means they select to reach the
goals.	*   .
If the situation is well evaluated and the goals of the pro-

